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Background and Purpose—Despite the reported functional recovery in transplanted stroke models and patients, the mechanism of action underlying stem cell therapy remains not well understood. Here, we examined the role of stem cell–mediated vascular repair in stroke.

Methods—Adult rats were exposed to transient occlusion of the middle cerebral artery and 3 hours later randomly stereotactically transplanted with 100K, 200K, or 400K human cerebral endothelial cell 6 viable cells or vehicle. Animals underwent neurological examination and motor test up to day 7 after transplantation then euthanized for immunostaining against neuronal, vascular, and specific human antigens. A parallel in vitro study cocultured rat primary neuronal cells with human cerebral endothelial cell 6 under oxygen-glucose deprivation and treated with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and anti-VEGF.

Results—Stroke animals that received vehicle infusion displayed typical occlusion of the middle cerebral artery–induced behavioral impairments that were dose-dependently reduced in transplanted stroke animals at days 3 and 7 after transplantation and accompanied by increased expression of host neuronal and vascular markers adjacent to the transplanted cells. Some transplanted cells showed a microvascular phenotype and juxtaposed to the host vasculature. Infarct volume in transplanted stroke animals was significantly smaller than vehicle-infused stroke animals. Moreover, rat neurons cocultured with human cerebral endothelial cell 6 or treated with VEGF exhibited significantly less oxygen-glucose deprivation–induced cell death that was blocked by anti-VEGF treatment.

Conclusions—We found attenuation of behavioral and histological deficits coupled with robust vasculogenesis and neurogenesis in endothelial cell–transplanted stroke animals, suggesting that targeting vascular repair sets in motion a regenerative process in experimental stroke possibly via the VEGF pathway. (Stroke. 2013;44:3473-3481.)
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Stem cell therapy has reached limited clinical trials in patients with stroke on the basis of safety and efficacy data from preclinical studies. However, a major gap in our knowledge is the mechanism of action underlying stem cell therapy. Cell transplantation studies in stroke have mostly focused on neuronal stem or progenitor cells as donor cell type, primarily to replace the dead or injured neuronal cells of the stroke brain. Indeed, such transplantation of neuronal stem or progenitor cells has resulted in neurogenesis with reported functional recovery in transplanted stroke animals. Despite these positive observations, varying levels of behavioral and histological improvement accompany transplanted stroke animals. We posit that while new neurons have been generated from the either exogenously transplanted stem cells or transplant-mediated solicitation of endogenous stem cells, a key component of the neurovascular unit that has been largely neglected is the repair of the vasculature. To this end, we tested the hypothesis that stem cell transplantation in stroke using endothelial cells, which are the main cell type of the vasculature, should promote vasculogenesis and then likely serve as substrate for enhanced endogenous neurogenesis.

During the neurodevelopmental period, vasculogenesis and neurogenesis seem to occur at the same time, suggesting that these 2 cell lineage processes are critical. Recently, the important role of endothelial cells in regulating both vasculogenesis and neurogenesis has been recognized. Cerebral endothelial cells serve many cerebrovascular maintenance functions, including structural element, blood brain barrier...
formation, regulation of neurotransmitter and ion, and controlling of blood flow.\textsuperscript{23,24} Interestingly, these same cerebrovascular functions are compromised after ischemic stroke. If therapies could be designed to protect the brain vasculature from stroke-induced alterations, then we should be able to reduce the pathophysiological outcomes of stroke. Hence, the present study sought to engage the endothelial cell component of the neurovascular unit in an effort to abrogate stroke.

The potential therapeutic benefits of transplanting exogenous or mobilizing endogenous endothelial progenitor cells in stroke animal models have been demonstrated,\textsuperscript{25,26} but the mechanisms remain not well understood. In this study, we transplanted the immortalized cell line of human cerebral endothelial cells (HEN6) into the striatum of experimentally ischemic stroke rats and assessed endogenous and exogenous vasculogenesis and neurogenesis to demonstrate the role of vascular repair in stroke. We hypothesized that transplantation of endothelial cells would afford behavioral and histological benefits against stroke via the vasculogenic reparative pathway in facilitating the neurogenic regenerative process.

Material and Methods

In Vivo Study

Subjects
We used adult Sprague–Dawley rats (weighing, 200–250 g at the beginning of experiments; Harlan Sprague Dawley, Indianapolis, IN) according to the approved guidelines of the University of South Florida System Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. They were housed singly in a temperature and humidity controlled room that was maintained on 12-hour light/dark cycles with free access to food and water. All surgical procedures were conducted under aseptic conditions, and every effort was made to minimize animal suffering and to reduce the number of animals used.

Human Cerebral Endothelial Cells
HEN6 were kindly provided by Dr Kim (University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada). Briefly, primary dissociated cell cultures from the periventricular region of human telencephalic tissues of 14-week gestation were prepared and grown for 10 days. Thereafter, cells were infected with an amphotropic, replication-incompetent retroviral vector containing v-myc. Finally, HEN6 were subcultured at \( \approx 90\% \) confluence and subjected to further experiments. Next, we phenotypically characterized HEN6 in vitro and found that these cells were immunocytochemically positive against a human mitochondrial marker (Mito), von Willebrand factor (vWF), and CD31 that the positivity was \( \approx 99\% \) for each phenotypic marker (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Immunocytochemical analysis of human cerebral endothelial cells (HEN6), immortalized HEN6, immunocytochemically expressed human-specific mitochondrial marker (Mito), von Willebrand factor (vWF), and CD31. DAPI indicates 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole.
Motor and Neurological Tests

All investigators testing the animals were blinded to the treatment condition. Animals were subjected to elevated body swing test and neurological examination before stroke surgery (baseline) then at days 3, 5, and 7 after surgery. Elevated body swing test involved handling the animal by its tail and recording the direction of the swings. The test apparatus consisted of a clear Plexiglas box (40x40x35.5 cm). The animal was gently picked up at the base of the tail and elevated by the tail until the animal’s nose is at a height of 2 inches (5 cm) above the surface. The direction of the swing, either left or right, was counted once the animals head moved sideways ±10° from the midline position of the body. These steps are repeated 20× for each animal. Intact rats displayed a 50% swing bias (ie, the same number of swings to the left and to the right). A 75% swing bias was used as a criterion of stroke-induced motor asymmetry. Animals were also tested in a modified neurological examination. Neurological score for each rat was obtained using 3 tests that included (1) forelimb akinesia that measured the ability of the animal to replace the forelimb after it was displaced laterally by 2 or 3 cm, graded from 0 (immediate replacement) to 3 (replacement after several seconds or no replacement); (2) beam walking ability, graded 0 for a rat that readily traversed a 2.4-cm-wide, 80-cm-long beam to 3 for a rat unable to stay on the beam for 10 seconds; and (3) paw grasp that measured the ability to hold onto a 2-mm-diameter steel rod, graded 0 for a rat with normal forepaw grasping behavior to 3 for a rat unable to grasp with the forepaws. The scores from this battery of 3 neurological tests were pooled to obtain the mean neurological score for each rat unable to grasp with the forepaws. The scores from this battery of 3 neurological tests were pooled to obtain the mean neurological score for each rat.

Analysis of Gliad Formation and Blood Vessels

As described above, cryosections were processed for immunohistochemical staining against GFAP for glial formation and collagen IV for blood vessels. Gliad formation is defined as the proportion of the area occupied by GFAP-positive cells, which was calculated every fifth 30-μm-thick coronal tissue section throughout the stroke striatal penumbra. In a similar fashion, we measured vessel density defined as the proportion of the area occupied by collagen IV–positive area in the striatum. They were measured using ImageJ software by an observer blinded to the experimental group assignment.

In Vitro Study

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Role in Oxygen-Glucose Deprivation

Primary rat neonatal neuronal cells (PRNCs) were obtained from BrainBit. According to the supplier protocol, cells (4x10⁴ cells/well) were suspended in 200-μL supplemented neurobasal medium containing 2 mM L-glutamine and 2% B27 in the absence of antibiotics and grown in poly-L-lysine–coated 96-well plate (BD Biosciences) at 37°C in humidified atmosphere containing 5% carbon dioxide in 40% of the neuron and 60% astrocytes cell population and validated immunocytochemically using vesicular glutamate transporter-1. PRNCs were grown until reaching cell confluence of ≈70% then subjected to 90-minute oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD) as described previously.32 Briefly, the PRNCs were initially exposed to OGD medium (116 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 0.8 mM MgSO₄, 1 mM NaH₂PO₄, 26.2 mM NaHCO₃, 0.01 mM L-glutamic acid, 1.8 mM CaCl₂; pH 7.4) and then incubated in a hypoxic chamber (PlasLabs) containing 5% oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide for 15 minutes at 37°C, and finally the chamber was sealed and incubated for 90 minutes at 37°C (hypoxic-ischemic condition). After the hypoxic-ischemic exposure, the cell culture was reintroduced to reperfusion-like condition containing 5 mM/L glucose under normoxia for 2 hours.

To reveal the involvement of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in HEN6 neuroprotection, we initially examined the therapeutic benefits of exogenous VEGF by manipulating the basal medium when the reperfusion started (Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement) as follows: group A: basal medium as a control; group B: low concentration (0.5 ng/mL) of VEGF; group C: high concentration (5.0 ng/mL) of VEGF; group D: group A with anti-VEGF; group E: group B with anti-VEGF; and group F: group C with anti-VEGF. Two hours after the reperfusion, the supernatant was collected from the culture and the PRNCs were subjected to the mitochondrial activity assay. For the mitochondrial activity assay, reduction of 3-(4, 5-dimethyl-2-thiazoyl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) by cellular dehydrogenases was used as described in our previous report.33

Coculture of Neuronal Cells After the OGD Condition With HEN6 or Fibroblasts

HEN6 and fibroblasts, as control cells, were separately grown to a subconfluent monolayer in 10-cm dishes, and then they were rinsed twice with PBS before being plated in culture plate inserts (3-μm membrane pore size; BD Biosciences). In parallel, the 4×10⁴ of PRNCs were plated in 96-well companion plates (BD Biosciences) and subjected to 90-minute OGD condition. After the OGD condition for PRNCs, the inserts containing HEN6 and fibroblasts were transferred to these wells, and the coculture was introduced to one of the conditions (Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement) in the normoxic incubator for 2 hours (these conditions corresponded to reperfusion with or without VEGF and anti-VEGF). The coculture was assigned to further experiments. Before cell viability analyses, the culture plate inserts containing HEN6 or fibroblast were removed, and then we used the bottom of the plate cultured with only neuronal cells for analyses.

For the neuronal cell viability, we used the fluorescent live/dead cell assay.34 The green fluorescence of the live cells was measured...
by the Gemini EX fluorescence plate reader (Molecular Device). To evaluate the VEGF levels in the supernatants collected from pre and post reperfusion process, we used ELISA VEGF detection kits (R&D systems). To reveal the localization of damaged cells, we examined immunocytochemical against caspase 3.

Statistical Analysis
We used repeated ANOVA followed by Fisher protected least significant difference post hoc tests to reveal any statistical significance between treatments (P<0.05). All data were presented as mean±SEM. In addition, Pearson R coefficient of correlation was performed to show interactions between neuroprotective mechanisms and functional recovery. In the statistical analyses of in vitro data, because of the differences in the baseline of treatment conditions, basal media data were normalized among single culture, coculture with basal media, and coculture with HEN6.

Results
Transplanted HEN6 Cells Survive Dose Dependently in Stroke Brain
To reveal transplanted HEN6 survival, we used immunohistochemical detection of the specific human antigen HuNu. The number of HuNu-positive cells per visual field in 400K group (106.9±43.3) was significantly higher than that in 200K (70.4±31.7) and 100K (34.8±23.6) transplanted groups (P<0.05; Figure II in the online-only Data Supplement), thus the number of surviving transplanted HEN6 was dose dependent. However, the percentage of survival was comparable and not significantly different across all transplanted animals: 400K (0.23±0.08%), 200K (0.26±0.12%), 100K (0.26±0.18%).

HEN6 Transplantation Dose Dependently Ameliorates Stroke-Induced Behavioral Deficits
All animals included in this study did not display any detectable behavioral deficits at baseline (Figure 2). After MCAo stroke surgery, animals exhibited significant impairments in both motor and neurological performance, which were evident during the 1-hour MCAo (data not shown), and was maintained throughout the 7-day study period in those stroke animals that received vehicle infusion. In contrast, stroke animals that received HEN6 exhibited a dose-dependent improvement in behavioral outcomes (pairwise comparisons between groups, P<0.05), with the highest dose of 400K displaying the most pronounced functional recovery (F_{4,26}=83.26; P<0.01). This dose-dependent behavioral recovery was consistent for both motor and neurological assays and across all times points examined (ie, days 3, 5, and 7). Sham-operated animals (normal) did not show any detectable deficits throughout the study period. The HEN6 transplanted stroke animals, while demonstrating 20% to 45% improvement versus the vehicle-infused stroke animals, were still significantly impaired compared with this normal group (P<0.05).

HEN6 Transplantation Reduces Infarct Volume, Suppresses Reactive Gliosis, and Induces Vasculogenesis
We used TTC to determine the therapeutic effect of HEN6 on the brain infarct. The infarct volumes (total, in cortex, and in transplanted striatum) were 87.7±17.4 (27.1±5.4%), 57.4±11.1, 40K (0.23±0.08%), 200K (0.26±0.12%), 100K (0.26±0.18%).
and 30.2±9.6 mm³ in control; 73.2±14.1 (23.9±3.1%), 52.8±8.0, and 20.4±10.0 mm³ in 100K group; 40.4±15.8 (13.1±4.5%), 32.4±7.7, and 8.0±9.2 mm³ in 200K group; and 30.8±14.3 (10.4±4.7%), 27.1±11.0, and 3.7±3.4 mm³ in 400K group (Figure 3). The infarct volume was significantly reduced in 400K and 200K HEN6 transplanted groups compared with control group, which received PBS injection (P<0.05). Next, we used GFAP immunostaining to reveal reactive gliosis on peri-infarct area. The intensity ratio of GFAP-positive area in control, 100K, 200K, and 400K was 29.5±10.0, 26.7±9.2, 12.7±2.5, and 13.3±4.6% (Figure 3). Glial formation was significantly reduced in 400K and 200K HEN6 transplanted groups compared with 100K and control groups (P<0.05). In addition, we used collagen IV immunostaining to reveal vascularization within the area of the transplanted striatum. The intensities of collagen IV-positive area in control, 100K, 200K, and 400K were 0.2±0.3%, 6.3±6.9%, 18.2±10.7%, and 25.4±9.3% (Figure 3). Vasculogenesis within the striatum was significantly increased in 400K and 200K HEN6 transplanted groups compared with 100K and control groups (P<0.01).

HEN6-Mediated Neuroprotective Cellular Processes Correlate With Infarct Volume and Reactive Gliosis

All brain repair parameters, including survival of transplanted cells, reduction in infarct volume, suppression of gliosis change, and enhanced vasculogenesis, showed good correlations. The dose-dependent survival of transplanted cells correlated with infarct volume, gliosis (GFAP immunoreactivity), and vasculogenesis (collagen IV immunoreactivity; Figure 3B). The correlation matrix of these brain repair parameters showed positive correlations between infarct

**Figure 3.** Human cerebral endothelial cells (HEN6) attenuates stroke-induced histological deficits. Transplantation of HEN6 reduced infarct volume (2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride [TTC]), suppressed reactive gliosis (GFAP), and induced vasculogenesis (collagen IV; A). Graphical rendition of correlations among GFAP (green), collagen IV (red), and infarct volume (line) are presented (B), indicating that with HEN6 reducing the infarct volumes in 400K and 200K transplanted stroke animals, there was a corresponding suppression of reactive gliosis (GFAP) and elevation of collagen IV. Numeric coefficients of correlation are shown (C). Scale bar in TTC-stained brains is 5 mm. Scale bar in GFAP and collagen IV equals 50 μm. GFAP indicates glial fibrillary acidic protein.
volume and gliosis and a negative correlation between the infarct volume and the vasculogenesis. In addition, the correlation matrix showed that HEN6 graft survival was positively correlated with vasculogenesis but negatively correlated with gliosis, and gliosis was negatively correlated with vasculogenesis (Figure 3C).

HEN6 Induces Vasculogenesis in Endogenous and Exogenous Cells
To answer the question whether transplanted HEN6 afford neovascularization, we used double-immunolabeling of HuNu and collagen IV in the stroke brain. Surviving HuNu-positive transplanted HEN6 in ischemic striatum formed a new microvascular-like structure that was positive against collagen IV and juxtaposed to the host vasculature that was also positively stained against collagen IV (Figure 4). The formation of this microvascular-like structure was dose dependent, reflecting the dose-dependent HEN6 graft survival.

HEN6 Promotes Endogenous Neurogenesis
To reveal whether the HEN6 histological benefits extend to neurogenesis, we used double-immunolabeling of HuNu and nestin in the stroke brain. Nestin-positive cells were detected migrating from centrally located HuNu-positive–transplanted cells. In addition, colocalization of nestin-positive cells around HuNu-positive cells was observed (Figure 4).

VEGF Protects PRNCs Against OGD Condition
We examined cultured PRNCs with VEGF treatment under OGD condition as a prelude to assessing a VEGF role in HEN6 neuroprotection in stroke. The number of apoptotic caspase 3–positive cells in both VEGF treatment group (groups B [41.47±4.39%] and C [44.85±7.85%]) was significantly reduced than no VEGF treatment group [group A [59.15±8.62%]). Treatment with anti-VEGF in combination with VEGF in groups E (66.28±3.89%) and F (61.97±9.84%) abolished the VEGF neuroprotective effect (P<0.05). Moreover, anti-VEGF treatments alone (without VEGF; group D [89.75±3.92%]) significantly exacerbated the OGD-induced neurotoxicity compared with other groups (P<0.05; Figures I and V in the online-only Data Supplement). Relative mitochondrial reductase activity in VEGF treatment group (groups B [32.72±2.47%] and C [35.3±1.13%]) was significantly higher than in the basal medium (group A [25.77±0.57%]) and anti-VEGF treatment groups (groups D [13.35±2.21], E [16.02±1.45], and F [18.52±2.62%]; P<0.05; Figure 5).

Coculture of PRNCs and HEN6 Combined With VEGF Treatment Optimally Attenuates OGD-Induced Neuronal Cell Death
PRNCs exposed to the OGD condition were then cocultured with HEN6 or fibroblasts in the medium containing VEGF and anti-VEGF. Additional 12 treatment groups (groups G–R) are provided in Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement. On the basis of the apoptosis caspase 3 immunohistochemistry and the MTT assay, we found that PRNCs cocultured with fibroblasts (groups G–L) displayed significant cell death when compared with the singly cultured PRNCs subjected to OGD as described above. However, PRNCs cocultured with HEN6 (groups M–R) exhibited significantly reduced OGD-induced cell death. In addition, VEGF treatments boosted the HEN6...
neuroprotective effects that not only blocked the anti-VEGF treatment, but also exacerbated the OGD-induced neurotoxicity. These results were summarized in Figures I and V in the online-only Data Supplement. In the ELISA analysis, VEGF concentrations across all VEGF treatment groups alone and HEN6 alone were comparable and did not differ significantly, except for the combination of HEN6 and VEGF that showed a trend of much higher VEGF upregulation (data not shown). These VEGF-treated groups, as well as the HEN6 alone groups, showed significantly increased levels of VEGF in comparison with no VEGF/no HEN6 coculture and anti–VEGF-treated groups (data not shown).

**Discussion**

We demonstrated in the present study that transplantation of the human endothelial cell line, HEN6, reduced infarct volume and behavioral deficits accompanied by enhanced endogenous vasculogenesis and neurogenesis and with some grafted cells exhibiting a new microvasculature indicating exogenous vasculogenesis. The mechanism of HEN6 neuroprotective effects that not only blocked the anti-VEGF treatment, but also exacerbated the OGD-induced neurotoxicity. These results were summarized in Figures I and V in the online-only Data Supplement. In the ELISA analysis, VEGF concentrations across all VEGF treatment groups alone and HEN6 alone were comparable and did not differ significantly, except for the combination of HEN6 and VEGF that showed a trend of much higher VEGF upregulation (data not shown). These VEGF-treated groups, as well as the HEN6 alone groups, showed significantly increased levels of VEGF in comparison with no VEGF/no HEN6 coculture and anti–VEGF-treated groups (data not shown).
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We demonstrated in the present study that transplantation of the human endothelial cell line, HEN6, reduced infarct volume and behavioral deficits accompanied by enhanced endogenous vasculogenesis and neurogenesis and with some grafted cells exhibiting a new microvasculature indicating exogenous vasculogenesis. The mechanism of HEN6 neuroprotective effects that not only blocked the anti-VEGF treatment, but also exacerbated the OGD-induced neurotoxicity. These results were summarized in Figures I and V in the online-only Data Supplement. In the ELISA analysis, VEGF concentrations across all VEGF treatment groups alone and HEN6 alone were comparable and did not differ significantly, except for the combination of HEN6 and VEGF that showed a trend of much higher VEGF upregulation (data not shown). These VEGF-treated groups, as well as the HEN6 alone groups, showed significantly increased levels of VEGF in comparison with no VEGF/no HEN6 coculture and anti–VEGF-treated groups (data not shown).
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effects was likely mediated by the VEGF signaling pathway. Altogether, repairing the endothelial component of the neurovascular unit was shown here as a key neuroprotective process for stroke therapy.

Despite the reported functional recovery in transplanted stroke animals and limited clinical trials in patients with stroke, a major gap in our knowledge is the mechanism of action underlying cell therapy. We speculated that vascular repair is a vital neuroprotective process in stroke as documented previously. However, it is not clear whether the cell graft-induced neovascularization has endogenous and exogenous components. Furthermore, the correlation between vasculogenesis and neurogenesis in stroke after cell transplantation remains uncertain. Here, we demonstrated that HEN6 transplantation exerted both endogenous and exogenous neurovascularization. To this end, we show both collagen IV and vWF as markers of vasculogenesis. In support of delineating endogenous from exogenous vasculogenesis, we observed blood vessels stained with the human-specific antigen marker, HuNu, that colabeled with collagen IV or vWF corresponding to exogenous vasculogenesis (Figure 4). In addition, we detected that juxtaposed to this exogenous vasculogenesis is collagen IV or vWF-stained vessels but without HuNu labeling indicating endogenous vasculogenesis. However, our present data do not distinguish between new vessels and preserved cells after stroke and transplantation. An equally important finding here is that graft-induced vasculization is accompanied by enhanced neurogenesis. Similar to our observed endogenous and exogenous vasculogenesis, we found nestin-labeled cells positively or negatively stained with HuNu, suggesting exogenous and endogenous neurogenesis, respectively. Of note, the robust nestin expression enveloping the HuNu-positive cells implies enhanced endogenous neurogenesis. Further characterization of HEN6 graft effects on both angiogenesis and neurogenesis is warranted.

That HEN6 showed VEGF upregulation, and that a trend of improved VEGF elevation detected in the combination group of VEGF and HEN6, both of which blocked by anti-VEGF, suggest that the neuroprotection afforded by HEN6 is regulated by the VEGF pathway. Alternatively, other trophic factors secreted by HEN6 (not examined here) might be contributing additive effects to the exogenous VEGF in producing the neuroprotection against OGD-induced cell death. These therapeutic substances seem to be specific to HEN6 because the fibroblasts coculture did not afford protection against OGD. In addition, the HEN6 cell-to-cell contact with PRNCs, as opposed to the substrate produced by fibroblast-PRNC coculture, could have also mitigated the observed therapeutic benefits. The detection of microvascular morphology in HEN6-grafted stroke animals might have been similarly achieved in the in vitro condition, although likely masked by the short period and incomplete neurovascular unit in the cell culture system. The host microenvironment, in particular the notion of a vasculome in the brain, may also contribute to the fate and function of transplanted cells. These speculative secretory and cell substrate mechanisms warrant further investigations.

HEN6 may display multiple endothelial cell functions, such as enhancing vasculogenesis and fostering the integrity of the blood brain barrier. An important molecule that interacts with endothelial cells is VEGF that could induce vasculogenesis by promoting proliferation and migration of endothelial cells to the site of injury. Furthermore, VEGF is a key factor stimulated within a few hours after cerebral ischemia. The present study suggests that a combination of increased VEGF level (as detected in vitro) and enhanced HEN6/host endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and microvasculature-like structure formation within the ischemic brain contributed to the observed therapeutic benefits in this stroke model.

As we translate these findings to the clinic, basic questions on safety and efficacy of the transplant regimen arise. The present intracerebral transplantation targeting the striatal penumbra in the supra-acute stroke stage while effective may not be practical in the clinic. Extending such neurosurgical procedure to a few days after stroke may be more feasible in the clinic. For cell dose, we demonstrated the minimum effective dose of 200K for purified HEN6 transplantation that is comparable with other kinds of cell type. In view of our findings that VEGF contributed to the therapeutic benefits, combination therapy of VEGF and cell therapy is indicated as described previously.

This proof-of-concept study demonstrated efficacy and mechanism of action mediating immortalized cerebral endothelial cell transplantation in stroke. The present 7-day graft maturation period requires long-term assessment of benefit and safety. The present study is focused on the acute therapeutic effects of HEN6 transplantation, warranting the need for determining the chronic effects of cell therapy on angiogenesis and neurogenesis. Although stroke has been widely considered as an acute neurological disease, an equally detrimental secondary cell death ensues after the initial ischemic insult that will require aggressive therapeutic intervention with stable neurostructural and functional benefits over time. Highly regulated immortalized or nonimmortalized endothelial progenitor cells have potential cell-based transplant applications in stroke.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Supplemental Material Figure 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Single culture</th>
<th>Coculture with fibroblast</th>
<th>Coculture with HEN6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DMEM</td>
<td>Group A</td>
<td>Group G</td>
<td>Group M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM with VEGF (0.5ng/ml)</td>
<td>Group B</td>
<td>Group H</td>
<td>Group N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM with VEGF (5.0ng/ml)</td>
<td>Group C</td>
<td>Group I</td>
<td>Group O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM with anti-VEGF</td>
<td>Group D</td>
<td>Group J</td>
<td>Group P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM with VEGF (0.5ng/ml) and anti-VEGF</td>
<td>Group E</td>
<td>Group K</td>
<td>Group Q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMEM with VEGF (5.0ng/ml) and anti-VEGF</td>
<td>Group F</td>
<td>Group L</td>
<td>Group R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**HEN6 graft survival**

**Supplemental Material Figure 2**
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*Graph showing HuNu-positive cells number/visual field for different transplanted HEN6 numbers.*
Supplemental Figure Legends

Supplemental Figure 1. **Culture conditions for Primary rat neuronal cells (PRNCs).** PRNCs were either singly cultured or co-cultured with fibroblasts or HEN6. Additionally, PRNCs were grown under the routine DMEM culture condition or supplemented with VEGF, anti-VEGF, or combination of both.

Supplemental Figure 2. **HEN6 graft survival.** Dose-dependent graft survival of transplanted HEN6 was detected. However, the percent graft survival was comparable and not significantly different across all transplanted animals.